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TORO, Toro Debris Handling 
Equipment

machines
in one

Makes cleaning a breeze
With the Toro Vacuum/Blower you can clean up to a quarter- 

acre in less than an hour.
The 5-horsepower vacuum has a 30 vacuum head that rakes 

in leaves, twigs, and even cans. For better vacuum action, it has 
a flexible rubber lip on the vacuum head and seven height ad
justments. The heavy duty bag can handle seven bushels and has 
a sturdy metal zipper. The vacuum is available in hand-propelled 
or self-propelled models, and with an optional attachment, hitches 
to the back of a tractor or rider-mower.

Both Toro vacuum models can be converted to a leaf blower 
in about 5 minutes -  without costly optional equipment or tools. 
Just take off the vacuum head, attach the special discharge 
chute, rotate the impeller housing, and raking becomes a breeze!

As a blower, it uses a 100 M.P.H. “ jet stream” to blow damp 
or dry debris Into an easily bagged pile. The air discharge chute 
converts to straight ahead or side use, too. And, there’ s an 
optional hose kit to get in and out of . . . corners and tight 
places. The two and only Toro Vacuum/Blower. It’ s a product of 
over 60 years of experience in lawn maintenance equipment.

WILKIE
TORO

Turf Equipment Division, Inc.V H V

1050 OPDYKE RD. • P.O. ROX 749 • PONTIAC, MICHIGAN 48056 • (313) 373-8800
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LO C A LIZED  DRY SPO
by

Jeff Lefton, Executive Director 
Midwest Regional Turf Foundation MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY

LIBRARIES

Several turf situations have suddenly developed 
large brown areas intermixed with apparently 
healthy green turf. In analyzing the problem, always 
check the soil first. If the soil in the top 1 to 2 inches is 
extremely dry compared to the greener turf areas 
then pesticides will not solve the problem. This 
condition is called localized dry spots. Technically, it 
is known as hydrophobic (water repelling) soils.

Localized dry spots start as small 2 to 4 inch 
diameter patches that continue to get larger with 
time. The overall turf appearance mimics a number 
of disease and insect problems such as grubs, sod 
webworm, dollarspot, red thread, summer patch, 
etc. Localized dry spots result from a certain group of 
fungus (basiomycetes) producing fulvic acid. The 
white mycelium of the fungus are often evident in the 
thatch layer. Calcium and magnesium in the soil 
form complexes with the fulvic acid producing 
organic coatings on the soil particles that become 
difficult to wet.

Turf areas prone to localized dry spots include:
* severe thatch problems
* open sunny areas
* heavy trafficked turf
* heavy clay soils

"A PATCH OF GREEN”
Published B ¡-Monthly by the

MICHIGAN AND BORDER CITIES GOLF 
COURSE SUPERINTENDENTS ASSOCIATION

President
CHARLES GAIGE

Vice-President Secretary/Treasurer
TOM MASON JON MADDERN

Directors
KEN DeBUSSCHER GARY THOMMES

ED HEINEMAN JIM ECCLETON
JAY DelCAMP STEVE KOLONGOWSKI

President Emeritus 
KEVIN DUSHANE

Editor
TED WOEHRLE 

Printed At
BLAKEMAN PRINTING CO., INC. 

Fraser, Michigan 
(313) 293-3540

To help mask the symptoms from the problem 
irrigate the turf more frequently. Most sprinklers 
apply Va to lA inch of water per hour. Irrigate until 
the water begins to run off. Continue this process 
until the localized dry spots are moistened to a 2 to 3 
inch depth. Use a soil probe, knife, bulb planter, etc. 
to check the depth of moisture penetration. Irrigate 
the turf 2 to 3 times per week during hot, dry, windy 
weather. Allowing the soils to dry in the localized dry 
spots will make the situation worse. In the fall, the 
turf area should be core cultivated in 2 or 3 
directions. In addition, consider dethatching the 
localized dry spots to help break up the fungus 
layer.
The use of an effective turfgrass wetting agent might 

be tried on some areas subjected to this hydrophobic 
condition on a regular basis. They should be applied 
prior to the hydrophobic stress and watered in 
immediately.

From Midwest Turf Foundation Fact Sheet

B fe tr ib u to rs ,
51000 (iranb filler fflixom, ^idfigan 48096

(313) 349-7779 (800-888-7779)

M idw est’s Largest Stocking Dealer 
For

R & R PRODUCTS

QUALITY REPLACEMENT PARTS
TORO JACOBSEN HAHN-WESTPOINT CUSHMAN
RYAN ROSEMAN RANSOMES MOTT
NATIONAL YAZOO FORD EXCEL

REEL SHARPENING COMPOUND

FLYMO -  POWER PRUNER — AaB-SORBOIL EMULSIFIER

CALL US TOLL FREE
800-888-7779
ONE STOP SHOP 

FOR YOUR SUPPLY ITEMS 
FLAGS — POLES — RAKES — CUPS

RICO MFG.
EXCELLENT QUALITY PERSONALIZED TUBE FLAGS 

SOLID FIBERGLASS POLES WITH SOLID IMPREGNATED COLOR 
FIBERGLASS RAKE HANDLE, FOAM FILLED TO FLOAT 

(14” or 22”  RAKE HEAD — ONE YEAR WARRANTY)
PUTTING GREEN FLAGS, POLES AND CUPS 

WE ALSO HANDLE LEWIS AND PAR AIDE AND STANDARD

BIG ENOUGH TO SERVE YOU BETTER -  SMALL ENOUGH TO CARE
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TURFGRASS RESEARCH LIBRARY
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY 

East Lansing, Michigan
Dr. Richard C. Chapin 
Principal Investigator

In the spring of 1984, after an intitial earlier grant, 
the USGA and Michigan State University signed an 
agreement whereby the MSU Library would design 
and develop a computer-based bibliographic data
base to provide access to published materials report
ing the results of research that affects turfgrass and its 
maintenance. As of October, 1988, 13,000 records 
were entered in the bibliographic database. The 
USGA’s Turfgrass Information File (TGIF) is housed 
in an Alpha Micro multi-user microcomputer, using 
the STAR database management software. It con
tinues to work well with regular and continuing 
enhancements to record structure and searching 
capabilities.

Access and information services from TG IF were 
offered without charge until August, 1988. Following 
that date, searches became a billable activity with 
significant discounts (bordering on subsidy) for sub
scribers, and an outright subsidy (with a token $2.00 
charge) for students. Making the database available 
for students in any location, under such an arrange
ment is, perhaps, a national precedent in biblio
graphic practice. Search requests from 31 states 
during the past year indicate the increasing level of 
recognition the file is receiving.
A full color brochure was published in August, 1988 

describing TGIF, its charges, and how to access the 
index on-line, via telephone, or via mail. The 
brochure is available from USGA Green Section 
offices, or by contacting Peter O. Cookingham, 
Project Manager, Michigan State University Libraries 
East Lansing, Michigan 48824 (517) 353-7209.

To further promote TGIF, an insert post card was 
included in the July, 1988 Green Section Record 
Magazine. Some 273 cards were returned, including 
responses from Australia, Brazil, Canada, Japan, 
Malaysia, The Netherlands and Thailand. Cards 
continue to arrive. Articles in The Record, the 
GCSAA Golf Course Management magazine and 
Grounds Maintenance, as well as numerous superin
tendent newsletters, assisted awareness activities.

The Turfgrass Information Center (TIC) at Michi
gan State also distributes the TGIF brochure as a part 
if its Subscriber Application Package, which includes 
the details and forms necessary to subscribe to USGA 
TG IF and open an account with TIC. About 650 
packets have been distributed since July, 1988.

VuePort, the PC software needed to dial into the 
Alpha Micro and STAR, is distributed to subscribers. 
The USGA Turfgrass Information File Dial-Up User’s 
Manual became available for subscriber use in 
October, 1988. The Manual provides an introduction 
to searching, USGA TGIF, TIC services, and guid
ance in using USGA TGIF as a tool in research and

management. Revision and enhancement of the 
Manual will be a continuing activity of TIC, as we 
respond to user needs, inquiries, and system/service 
enhancements.

The initial subscribers to on-line access number 40 
thus far, from 23 states and provinces. This group of 
pioneers roughly breaks out as 51% clubs/courses; 
28% research/academic; 12% not-for-profit agen
cies; and 9% private sector. We are quite pleased 
with this initial distribution, which we feel gives us a 
good feel for expectations from several perspectives.
The first public edition of a Turfgrass Thesaurus, to 

aid in search strategy construction, awaits comple
tion of developmental efforts to strengthen its useful
ness and comprehensiveness. This is a primary 
activity of the Graduate Assistant working on the 
project, Douglas Lee. We hope that a first public 
print edition of the Thesaurus will be available in 
early or mid-1989. The Thesaurus, a necessary 
element to provide long-term stability to file struc
ture, details inter-relationships between some 12,500 
keywords related to turf culture. In time, it may 
become a standard turf reference work in and of 
itself, available both on-line alongside USGA TGIF 
and in print form.

In July, a survey was distributed to all turfgrass 
affiliated members of the American Society of Agron
omy. It included information regarding USGA TGIF 
and resulted in a significant response, in terms of 
awareness, interest, and donation of materials. Sum
mary results will be reported during this coming 
year.

In the meantime, data acquisition and entries 
continue to be made to the TG IF file. All pertinent 
information on turfgrass research, theses, disserta
tions, unpublished manuscripts, monographs, techni
cal and popular journal articles, maintenance litera
ture; any material deemed valuable is added to the 
file on a systematic basis. Emphasis continues on the 
completion of the 1980-1988 conference proceedings. 
In addition, citation tracing of currently published 
refereed turfgrass material adds to the comprehen
siveness of the file. These file building techniques 
have resulted in TG IF citations originating from 
more than 1,270 different serial sources.

As file users have become acquainted with database 
objectives and usefulness, many materials have been 
contributed for processing and addition. Such contri
butions are particularly important for annual pro
gress reports, theses and dissertations, and unpublish
ed manuscripts. A systematic effort to encourage even 
more extensive collection donations will begin in the 
coming year.
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ANOTHER GREAT QUOTE ABOUT CENTURY GOLF TEAM!

“ M y  GREENS 
CHAIRMAN AND I  ARE 
BOTH VERY HAPPY 
WE CHOSE CENTURY.

“ I took him to 
other courses... to 
see how their 
systems worked 
and i f  they were 
happy with them... 
and I  called back 
to see what they 
thought... and 
they all fe lt I  was 
dealing with pretty 
reputable people 
with Century.

“ The system 
works very well. 
We're very happy 
with it. It's greatly 
improved our golf 
course. 99

James. L. Tilley 
Superintendent 
Flint Golf Club 
Flint, Michigan

Want to get 
a great quote 
on your course's 
irrigation 
system?
Call Century 
Golf Team today!

31691 DEQUINDRE 
MADISON HEIGHTS

313 588-2990
3400 JEFFERSON S.E. 
GRAND RAPIDS

CENTURY GOLF TEAM
■  The Dependability Irrigation People

616 452-4032
22159 TELEGRAPH 
SOUTHFIELD

313 358-2994
2461 S. INDUSTRIAL HWY. 
ANN ARBOR

313 668-1020
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Call
731-7240

WEINGARTZ _
“ W E SERVICE WHA T WE SELL ” 1945

46061 VAN DYKE, Va Mile North of M-59, UTICA
HOURS: Mon. 8:30-8 

Tues.-Fri. 8:30-5:30; Sat. 8:30-5
MICHIGAN'S LARGEST LAWN 4 OUTDOOR POWER EQUIPMENT DEALER
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EX EC U T IV E SUMMARY
Paul E. Rieke

Crop and Soil Sciences Department 
Michigan State University

Prepared for the Michigan Turf grass Foundation

SAND TOPDRESSING
Sand topdressing of greens has been quite widely 

accepted on golf courses in Michigan. In a sand 
topdressing study began in 1981 at the Hancock 
Turfgrass Research Center, we have demonstrated 
the necessity of following the prescribed program 
carefully to prevent development of layers. This 
means 2-4 cu ft of sand every 2-4 weeks, depending 
on growth rate of the grass (consider this every 4 
weeks during slow growth periods and every 2 weeks 
during spring and fall). Once a sand topdressing 
program has begun it is essential that it be followed 
regularly. If soil layers are allowed to develop this 
will create problems with rooting or drainage at some 
future time. Topdressing programs are building the 
soil for the future so they must be done correctly the 
first time. In other studies where organic matter has 
been added to the sand, greens turf quality has been 
higher than when sand was applied alone. These 
studies are continuing to determine the long-term 
benefits of adding organic matter to the sand.

CULTIVATION
Core cultivation (aerification) studies have been 

continuing. Results indicate both hollow and solid 
tines can be used with vertical operating units to 
loosen the soil for turf. The solid tines have been 
particularly useful (usually lA inch tines) during 
summer to open the soil to permit water infiltration 
with little disruption of the playing surface. When 
there is need to bring soil to the surface hollow tines 
are required, of course. For relief of deep compaction 
the use of larger vertical operating aerifiers which 
penetrate deeper into the soil has proven effective in 
loosening soil and improving turf response.

FERTILIZER STUDIES
A long term study on potassium fertilization 

demonstrated the need to apply potash frequently on 
intensively used turf growing on sands (as greens and 
tees). Unlike loams and clays, sandy soils have little 
cation exchange capacity to hold potassium, so it is 
wise to apply potash at least monthly. Potash has 
proven very important in maintaining wear, stress 
and disease tolerance.

Adequate phosphorus should be applied to all turfs. 
The need for phosphorus can be determined by soil

tests, but we have demonstrated on plots and have 
seen in the field that phosphorus deficiencies have 
developed on both golf course greens and on home 
lawns where phosphorus had not been applied.
Applications of flowable sulfur resulted in color and 

growth response on Kentucky bluegrass growing on a 
clay loam subsoil. These responses have been evident 
up to one year after application. Other sulfur 
materials gave limited responses or none at all. No 
significant effect on pH occured from either 10 or 20 
pound per 1000 square feet treatments. The pH on 
this site was 7.2-7.5. The study is continuing.

TURFGRASS VIDEOS
A set of 6 videotapes on turf maintenance tips was 

jointly developed by the Michigan Turfgrass Founda
tion and the Cooperative Extension Service at Michi
gan State University. These videotapes range in 
length from 14 to 26 minutes and have been widely 
accepted for training seasonal employees as well as 
for use in formal and informal education. Videotapes 
are available from the Michigan Turfgrass Founda
tion.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
Major financial support for these and other research 

projects was provided by the Michigan Turfgrass 
Foundation. Financial support was also provided for 
some travel and soil analysis expenses as we served the 
turf industry in Michigan through our Cooperative 
Extension Service activities. This support from the 
Michigan Turfgrass Foundation is vital to these 
programs and is gratefully acknowledged.

COMING EVENTS — PURDUE UNIVERSITY

Turfgrass and Ornamental Chemical Seminar —
November 28 to 30, 1989. University Inn, West 
Lafayette, Indiana.

Midwest Regional Turf Conference — January 22 to 
24, 1990, Adam’s-Mark Hotel, Indianapolis, Indiana.
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THE WORM’S EYE VIEW

TOPDRESSING
by Judith Ferguson Gockel 
Agri-Systems of Texas, Inc.

Did you ever wonder what an earthworm might 
think about topdressing practices on our golf courses? 
If you haven’t, then maybe it’s time to take a closer 
look.

Topdressing for putting green maintenance is an 
almost universal practice; it is used to true up the 
putting surface and to help prevent thatch buildup. 
In recent years, topdressing programs have also been 
used to increase putting green speeds. If it is done 
with care and follows some simple guidelines, top
dressing can also modify the basic structure of the 
green. This will improve water handling capacity 
and add to the life and health of the green and the 
turf grass on it.

Topdressing practices are a major reason for the 
success or failure of new greens. With adequate basic 
construction and an informed superintendent, a new 
green can have a predictable life of 20 years or more. 
Without these fundamentals, the same green can be 
in serious trouble within a year.

Although topdressing is used widely, the how and 
why of its function are often misunderstood. We were 
not aware of the wide variance in practices until 
recently, when our laboratory developed a new 
technique for analyzing rates of field infiltration. The 
method involves using three-inch PVC pipe to take a 
profile of the green through the seedbed, intermedi
ate layer, gravel, and into the subsoil beneath the 
green. The tube is submitted whole, tightly packed to 
prevent movement of the contents. After doing the 
infiltration test in the pipe, we cut it open to try to 
determine the reasons for its behavior. In a startling 
number of cases, it is apparent that topdressing 
practices have created the problems we’ve found. 
There are cores that look like appetizing Viennese 
tortes, made up of many layers of differing sands and 
soils, and cores that have been dubiously blessed with 
every commercial topdressing of the past 15 years, 
one after another. We find poor greens topdressed 
with superb materials, and great greens smothered 
with the cheapest filler available. We have found we 
can count layers like the rings in a tree and determine 
when the course changed superintendents, when the 
budget crunch came, and the year of the big flood, 
blizzard, or drought. We also see greens that have 
been maintained to perfection, and are very successful 
regardless of then age. While it is possible to have 
problems with the best built and maintained greens, 
the problems are usually more manageable and 
revolve less brinkmanship on the part of the superin
tendent to correct.

To understand why correct topdressing practices are 
so important, it is necessary to think about the 
growth patterns of turfgrass and to have a basic grasp 
of water movements in soils.

Where distinct layers of materials exist in a profile, 
grass roots make a little effort to grow through one 
layer and into the next. If the roots have as much as 
an inch of one material to grow in, however poor it 
is, they will not cross into another layer even though 
that layer may have optimum growth medium 
characteristics. We often see well-constructed seed
beds with an inch of a different but equally good 
topdressing. The turf can usually be peeled off like a 
rug at the interface, because the layers aren’t bound 
together by a network of roots. Where shallow root 
systems exist, turfgrass is vulnerable to problems from 
many sources.

Not only do layers affect the root systems directly, 
but there is a further problem with water movements 
through textural barriers. To visualize this involves 
understanding the way a perched water table works. 
The perched water table, which is, incidentally, the 
basic principle upon which the USGA recommended 
method of greens construction is based, affects all 
soils. Simply put, the original research demonstrated 
that water remains within one layer until that layer is 
saturated. Then it drains into the next, which again 
must be saturated before it can release excess water.

As layers of topdressing materials different from the 
basic green are built up, they create additional 
perched water tables and cause unpredictable conse
quences. Relatively small variations in soil content 
and particle distribution can produce significant 
differences in the interaction of these materials.

Once these principles become clear, choosing 
appropriate materials for topdressing becomes simp
ler.

New greens should be topdressed initially with the 
same mixture of materials they were built with. 
Thus, in building a new green, plan during construc
tion to set aside a supply of construction material 
adequate to topdress for at least two years. It is 
prudent to make sure the supplier will have the 
identical sand available in the future, and keep a 
supply of the organic material used construction for 
an indefinite period.

After a period of time, which will vary greatly in 
individual cases, the roots will begin to provide 
enough organic materials to meet their own needs for 
retaining water and for cushioning from the abrasion

C O N TIN U E D  PAGE 28
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GCSAA
N E W S

Patrick Michael O’Brien, superintendent of Wash
tenaw Country Club, has been designated a Certified 
Golf Course Superintendent (CGCS) by the Golf 
Course Superintendents Association of America - 
GCSAA.

O’Brien has been superintendent of the Ypsilanti, 
Michigan course since 1988. He lives at 26094 
Westfield in Bedford.

To become certified, a candidate must have five 
years experience as a golf course superintendent and 
be employed in that capacity. The candidate must 
pass a rigorous six-hour examination covering the 
rules of golf, turfgrass management, past manage
ment, financial and organizational management and 
the history, ethics, purpose and procedures of 
GCSAA. Also, an on-site inspection of O’Brien’s golf 
course operation was conducted by two currently 
certified superintendents : Kevin M. Dushane, CGCS 
of Union Lake, Michigan and Bruce J. Wolfrom, 
CGCS, Ann Arbor, Michigan.

GCSAA, an 8,500-member international profession
al and educational association, instituted the certifi
cation program in 1971 to recognize outstanding and 
progressive superintendents. More than 1,000 
GCSAA members currently hold “CGCS” status.

During World War I, Will Rogers had a suggestion 
for getting rid of the German submarines. “All we 
have to do,” said Rogers, “is heat up the Atlantic to 
212° F. Then the subs will have to surface, and we 
can pick them off one by one.

“Now, somebody’s going to want to know how to 
warm up the ocean. Well, I’m not going to worry 
about that. It’s a matter of detail, and I’m a 
policymaker.”
The rest of us occasionally duck these details too. As 

a result, many of our “great ideas” fall apart when we 
try to implement them.

Some ideas work, of course. But others that sound 
great on paper prove utterly impractical in reality. 
When an idea does collapse, we should not be too 
quick to condemn those we’ve charged with its 
execution. We should make sure that we ourselves are 
not at fault.

Getting ideas is often the easiest part. Making 
relatively sure that they will work before we assign 
responsibility to others is also important.

From Bits & Pieces, June, 1984

during the ProTurf. Pre-Season Sale

Call your Tech Rep today.
John Skaife
Technical Representative

ProTurf Division
The O.M. Scott & Sons Company 
9467 M and on Road 
Union Lake, Michigan 48085 
Telephone: 313/360-2595
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1 H.P. to II H.P.: Blowers that work up a stormi
TRUCK LOADERS VACUUMS

• 5 H.P. to 1 1 H.P. 
Prices start at $1069.00

• 3.5 H.P. to 11 H.P. 
Prices start at $499.00

MOWER SALES, INC

For Information or Dem onstration, 
C a ll Bob CI u ff or Ed Stesny, 

Turf Manager at:

RA N SO M ES

(313) 541-4660
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GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS REPORT
TO

ALLIED ASSOCIATIONS IN GOLF
FROM THE

GOLF COURSE SUPERINTENDENTS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
MAY 30, 1989

Background and Introduction
All of you are no doubt aware of the daily attention 

the media is giving to the pesticide and chemical 
issues with which our society is struggling. Increasing 
attention is being directed to chemicals which are 
being applied to turfgrass by lawn care companies. 
There is no doubt that golf courses and their chemical 
programs will be discussed more and more in the 
public debate.

Additionally, federal, state and local governmental 
policies and law-makers are increasing the rules and 
regulations concerning pesticide application, worker 
safety, right-to-know, underground storage tanks, 
groundwater and other areas to protect the citizenry. 
Environmental regulatory activity will not decrease 
and all will have to comply or be subject to large fines 
and penalties as well as continued public crticism.
GCSAA is monitoring all of this through a variety of 

resources - including additional staff, consultants, 
reference material and special customized reporting 
services via electronic communications.
The reason we are doing this is to serve our members 

and hopefully, the game of golf. Golf course superin
tendents are the primary staff management responsi
ble for the chemical application program at a golf 
course. Therefore in addition to informing our 
members about the regulatory climate involving 
pesticides used to manage turfgrass, we also have a 
continuing duty to educate our membership about all 
aspects of pesticides.

GCSAA already has several key programs in place 
and a number of new efforts are planned. These 
efforts will be “proactive” in nature, and will be 
supplemented when necessary.

GCSAA currently offers these educational seminars 
dealing specifically with the environment and chemi
cals:

Disease Identification and Control 
Environmental Considerations in Golf Course 

Management
Golf Course Safety, Security and Risk Management
Integrated Pest Management
Pesticide Regulations
Safe Pesticide Application
Turfgrasses: Qualities, Uses and Sources
We have an extensive certification program (CGCS) 

that requires a written exam and on-site attestation. 
This program delves into pesticide management and 
is being assessed by insurance companies for its risk 
management strength. Early feedback is that in
surance companies may offer pollution coverage and 
discounted liability premiums to golf courses which 
have GCSAA superintendents that are certified and 
enrolled in our Compliance Assistance Program.

GCSAA is also planning to offer additional 
classroom seminars in areas such as right-to-know 
and hazard communication, and supplemental train
ing for superintendents to teach their crews proper 
pesticide application techniques.

What is GCSAA doing now and what about the 
future?

By John M. Schilling, 
Executive Director, GCSAA

POND DRIDGING SPECIALIST
Off Road Trucking 

Wide Track Bulldozing
Shore Line & Land Development 

Grading

SWEETCO INC.
218 Audubon 

South Lyon, Mi. 48178

3 1 3 -4 3 7 -1 8 3 0

"F o r  Land's Sake-'Use P eat"

COMPANY

OXFORD PEAT (0 .
1430 E. Drahner Rd. 

Oxford, M ichigan 48051

PROCESSED PEAT 
C u s t o m  M i x e s

FRED LATTA •  313/628-5991
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PROGRESS IN DEVELOPING IMPROVED 
ANNUAL RLUEGRASS

Donald B. White 
Department of Horticulture 

University of Minnesota, St. Paul

Poa Annua is one of the most maligned of grasses. 
Most people consider it a weed of the first order that 
threatens their professionalism. It is interesting to 
note, however, that it makes up the majority of the 
golf turf in the northern part of the continent. It is 
one of the most ubiquitous (found everywhere) of 
grasses. It is circumglobal, found all over the world, 
in both the northern and southern hemispheres. It is 
found in the mountains and plains; it is found on 
isolated islands in the oceans; it is found in warm as 
well as cold climates. It is also one of the most 
adaptable of species. After all, what other grass will 
flower and seed when mowed at 1/8” ; grow in sun or 
shade; grow in well aerated as well as poorly drained 
soils; will fill in any open spot in turf; will invade 
even some of the best of bentgrass greens within a few 
years. I don’t know of any other grass that will do all 
those things.

Some of you know that I strongly support an 
ecological approach to turf management and have 
long been a proponent of doing a good job of growing

annual bluegrass, if that is what you have. After all, 
if you have tried everything to get rid of it and it is 
still around, it has to be one tough customer. I think 
it appropriate: “If you can’t beat ’em, join ’em.” 

Poa annua appears to have originated in the 
Mediteranean area; some think during one of the 
early glacial periods. It evidently has been spread by 
man where ever he went in the world. I suspect that 
it arrived on this continent with the settlers in the 
Virginia Colony around 1570. It is possible that it 
arrived even earlier than that with the Viking and/or 
Irish explorers some time around 800 and 1200 AD on 
the East Coast. At any rate, it has been here long 
enough to become naturalized.

Interestingly, it is difficult to find any truly annual 
Poa annua. It acts like a winter annual in the South, 
but it acts more like a biennial in the cooler 
situations. And, in most populations that I have seen 
there are substantial numbers of perenial types. One 
attractive thing about poa annua is that it is one of
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DELIVERY

The digging season has begun. 
We have new stock arriving 
daily. Call 1 -8 00 -8 8 2 -T R E E
for more information on our
* Free delivery based on minimum order of $1,000.00

Xidosh Inc. Nursery &  Supply
Quality products & service for our wholesale customers

special discount rates for 
full truck load quantities 
or FAX us your w ant list 
at (313 ) 335 -1 1 8 3

VIDOSH
LANDSCAPE CENTRE

VIDOSH
NORTH

VIDOSH
WEST

36199 Mound Road 
Sterling Heights Ml 

48310-4798 
(313) 264-5140

850 Featherstone 
Pontiac, Michigan 

48058-1923 
(313) 335-2970 

1 -800-882-TREE 
FAX (313) 335-1183

27400 Beck Road 
Novi, Michigan 

48050
(313) 349-8950
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\Greaf LaKes Minerals Co.
Trap&

Topdressing Sands

O

CONTROLLED TO USGA SPECIFICATIONS

GREAT LAKES' TOPDRESSING SAND IS 
AVAILABLE IN TRUCKLOAD QUANTITIES.
ALSO AVAILABLE -  TRAP AND SPECIALTY SANDS.

EVANS MINING CORPORATION
1900 RICHMAN ROAD -  SMITH'S CREEK, MICHIGAN 48074 

1-800-332-3294 367-3021



C O R E M A S T E R  12  A E R A T O R 1 2 0 0  B U N K E R  &  F IE L D  R A K E

• Adjustable Depth
• Large Flotation Tires
• Single Fill Oil Port
• Spring Loaded Roller Turf Guards
• Coring Head Lock Up Stands
• Versatility
• Maximum Durability
• Operation Ease

\
Call Kurt Kraly

Today For Details
V  J

WILKIE

Turf Equipment Division, Inc.

1050 Opdyke Rd. 
Pontiac, Ml 48056 

(313) 373-8800

At 2.2 mph, It Redefines The Term Fast
Productivity, extra depth and durability in one 
machine . . .  This 1.5 acre per hour aerator gives 
fairways and other large turf areas the same 
quality aeration previously limited to greens. The 
TORO Fairway Aerator features:
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News From
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF GOLF COURSE ARCHITECTS

221 NORTH LA SALLE STREET 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60601 

312-372-7090

\ o \
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I t ’s T im e To Move Forw ard!

Women are making their presence felt in golf, and now golf courses must be adapted to their game, according 
to the American Society of Golf Course Architects.

With one in four golfers a woman, and 41% of all new golfers women, the Society’s members are designing 
forward tees on most of their new and remodeled courses.

Alice Dye, the only woman member of the Society, points out that research shows the average woman golfer 
drives the ball about 130 yards. She says that the low handicap woman golfer is most comfortable playing a course 
that is approximately 5,440 yards long, while the average woman golfer would find a 4,800 yard course most 
enjoyable.

The ASGCA architects note that today’s lush, watered courses have reduced the roll of the ball. On firm fairways, 
33% roll previously was expected and designed into the hole. The two illustrations above show that the average 
woman golfer could reach a 320-yard hole in regulation with 40 yards of roll, but cannot when the roll is reduced 
to 10 yards.

Those interested in how forward tees can enhance the playability of a golf course may obtain further information 
and illustrations by sending a $5 check to the American Society of Golf Course Architects, 221 N. LaSalle S t, 
Chicago, IL 60601.
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Worried About Pesticides in Food and W ater?
Here are the Facts

J. Gordon Edwards, Ph.D.

Dr. Edwards, a Counselor of the National Council 
for Environmental Balance, is a professor of entomol
ogy at San Jose State University, San Jose, California. 
A ranger, naturalist-botanist, he has written for 
many publications on biology, eceology, entomology, 
mountain climbing, ornithology and zoology.

PESTICIDES AND PUBLIC HEALTH
Pesticides, in whatever form and for whatever use, are 
prime targets for media attacks. Little or no' atten
tion is paid to the positive values resulting from their 
use, while potential adverse effects (usually having 
little or no basis in fact) are magnified out of all 
proportion. In reality, the hazards are infintesimal 
compared to the dangers from common household 
products and chemicals that occur naturally in the 
environment. The chlorine in our drinking water is 
more poisonous than most of the insecticides and 
herbicides to which we may be exposed. Without 
chlorination, however, the disease-causing organisms 
in water would cause serious illness or death to many 
people, even in this country.
Pesticides annually save thousands of human lives in 

developing countries, increase the amount and im
prove the quality of agricultural products, and abate

the ravages of malnutrition and disease. Hundreds of 
millions now alive and healthy would have died long 
ago if synthetic pesticides had not been used on their 
behalf. Modern man-made chemicals have replaced 
the more dangerous “natural” insecticides such as lead 
arsenate, sulphur, lime, cyanide and fluorine, which 
were the most widely used pesticides prior to 1940. 
Those expensive chemicals were extremely toxic to 
humans as well as non-target birds and mammals, 
and persisted indefinitely in the environment. 
Whether pesticides are “natural” or “man-made” has 
little bearing on how much of a hazard they pose to 
humans and our environment.

CANCER TRUTH
Dr. Bruce Ames, Chairman of the Biochemistry 

Department at the University of California in 
Berkeley, recently stated that “the total amount of 
possible carcinogenic pesticides we eat in a day, on 
average, is both trivial and about twenty times less in 
amount than the known natural carcinogens in a cup 
of coffee, which is in itself a minimum risk.” EDB 
(ethylene dibromide) was the major fumigant of 
stored foods before it was capriciously banned by the
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□ We can move on
site trees up to 
12M in diameter, 
year ’round.

□ Traverse hills and 
wet areas.

□ Articulated maneu
verability insures

preservation of exist
ing trees and 
vegetation.

□ Front mounting 
allows for better 
visibility and set up 
that is faster than 
conventional truck 
mounted tree spades.

Preserve your 
most valuable 
on-site resource
With the Midwest’s largest 
loader mounted tree spade

CONTACT TOM VIGILANT (313) 335-3850 
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THIS AND 
OTHER VIDOSH SERVICES

V idosh Inc,
Professional Landscape Services & Supply 

850 Featherstone □  Pontiac, Michigan 48058-1923 
(313) 335-3850 or FAX(313) 335-1183
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Tired of the high cost of maintaining your vehicles?
CHECK OUT THE HIJET!

* Cut-a-w ay
* Full cab w ith  guard  bars
* Full cab w ith  steel doors
* T ip p e r w ith  full cab and  

guard  bars

* T ip p er w ith  full cab and steel 
doors

* Lift pick t ip p e r  w ith  steel doors
* People m o ver
* Security p a tro l u n it

PFEIFFER L/M DAIHATSU
2424 28th Street, S.E. Tom Elliott
Grand Rapids, Ml 49508 (616) 949-7800



Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Ames 
points out that “its abundance in our daily food 
intake posed only one-tenth the carcinogenic hazards 
of the aflatoxins (natural chemicals produced by 
common molds) in a peanut butter sandwich.”

TOXICOLOGY THAT MAKES SENSE

It is a toxicological principle that almost every 
chemical (natural or man-made) will be toxic at a 
large enough dosage, but at low enough levels every 
chemical is harmless to humans. Most critics of 
pesticides fail to acknowledge this, deliberately avoid 
mentioning the monstrous doses that were fed to 
experimental animals, and do not reveal how much 
would have to be ingested by a person in order to 
elicit comparable adverse effects. For example, a 
human would have to drink over 500 cans of diet 
soda daily in order to ingest the proportion of 
saccharin (per kilogram of body weight) that the 
experimental mice were forced to eat daily by 
researchers who sought to “prove” that the sweetener 
might be harmful to humans. There was obviously 
little reason for concern about drinking one or two 
diet sodas a day, but the media not only failed to put 
the experimental data into perspective, but further 
distorted matters by printing headlines like “PEO
PLE EXPOSED DAILY TO CANCER AGENTS IN 
SOFT DRINKS.” Such matters are discussed at 
length by Dr. Alice Ottoboni’s recent book entitled,

WORRIED?, CONT. The Dose Makes the Poison, and in Edith Efron’s 
classic volume entitled, The Apocalyptics.

The concentration of any chemical in the environ
ment or in food and drink must be expressed as a 
proportion within the samples analyzed, rather than 
simply cited as being “present.” One part per million 
refers to the presence of one “part” of the chemical 
for each million “parts” of soil, water or food. 
Imagine a huge pile of pennies worth $10,000 (i.e., a 
million of them). Now add one more penny to that 
pile, and you will have added “one part per million,” 
or “one ppm.” No man-made chemical is toxic 
enough to exert harmful effects at such low concen
trations, but some natural chemicals, such as afla
toxins and botulism toxins, are. A concentration of 
one part per billion (ppb) is one thousand times less 
than one ppm. A pile of pennies worth 10 million 
dollars must therefore be imagined, whereafter one 
more penny added to the pile would be one part per 
billion (ppb) of the entire pile. News stories have 
sought to frighten readers by referring to one part per 
trillion of DDT in river bottom sediment! Some 
readers actually think that it is more than one part 
per million, “because a trillion is larger than a 
million.” The media make no effort to explain that 
such a concentration is actually a million times less 
than one part per million!

MEDIA SHOULD EDUCATE
To further lessen public concern, the news media
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TURFGRASS INC.

Serving you  bette r with . .

Technical inform ation 

Fungicide programs 

Free tim ely delivery

. . .  Q u a l i t y  p r o d u c t s

F e rtiliz e rs The Andersons, Lebanon 
Country Club, Nitroform, Turfgrass

C h e m ic a ls D upont, Am pel, C iba-G e igy, W.A. 
C leary , C h lpco , D a con il, M obay, 
Elanco, NAIAD, Dow, Monsanto, Bio 
G reenskeepe r, A g rl D ia g n o s tics , 
Mallinckrodt, Nor-Am, Riverdale, Pana 
Sea, Miller, Agri-Plex 4X

S eeds Northrup King 
Medalist Turf Products

S p re a d e rs  & 
S p ra y e rs

Cyclone, Spyker, Back Pack, Wheely, 
Spray-Hawk

G o lf  S u p p lie s Lewisline, Par Aide, Standard, Fore- 
Par, Yankee, United Stockmen, Chix, 
Fox Valley

S a fe ty  E q u ip m e n t Mine Safety Equipment

S o il M a n a g e m e n t Grid System, TerraFlow, TerraBond, 
TerraCover

M a rk e rs Richway, Blazon

1-313-437-1427 Rich Locke
Office

Douglas Johanningsmeier 
1 -800-521-8873 Keith Richards

(Michigan Only)
Gene Johanningsmeier

could (and should) publicize the extensive testing that 
is required by the government before any pesticide 
can become “registered.” (None can be marketed 
until they have been registered.) The toxicity of each 
substance is indicated by assigning it an “LD5Q” 
(meaning “lethal dose for 50% of the test animals”). 
The LD50 of malathion is about 1400 mg./kg; for 
aspirin it is about 730 mg/kg; and for parathion, it is 
about 10 mg/kg. Those figures represent the number 
of milligrams of the chemical per kilogram of body 
weight of the animal which does kill 50% of the 
animals. The proportion reference is necessary, 
because obviously a small dose that barely kills a 
mouse would have no effect on a dog or a human 
(with much larger bodies). Notice that the larger of 
the LD50, the lower the hazard from ingesting, 
inhaling or handling the chemical, for it takes less of 
the more toxic material to elicit adverse effects.

Malathion is thus about half as toxic as aspirin and 
parathion is 70 times as toxic as aspirin.

NUMBERS THAT MEAN SOMETHING
After years of tests on animals, the government 

determines how many ppm of each chemical might 
be dangerous to people. That amount is called the 
“maximum safe residue level.” They also calculate a 
“no observable effect level,” or NOEL, for each 
chemical. Experimental test animals are usually fed 
50 to 500 ppm daily of insecticides (and one 
vociferous anti-DDT biologist at the University of 
California fed his caged pheasants nothing but grain 
with 12,000 ppm of DDT. . . and still caused only a 
few adverse effects). If feeding great doses of a 
chemical causes no harm, researchers many then 
inject great quantities directly into the blood, or 
pump it into the stomach. They also frequently 
dissolve the insecticide in powerful solvents that do 
not occur in nature, thereby eliciting adverse effects 
that cannot be caused by great doses of the pesticides 
without solvents.

Dr. Ames reminds his readers that every plant in 
nature produces its own pesticides, comprising as 
much as 5% of the plant’s weight. He observes that 
“the amount of nature’s pesticides we are ingesting 
daily is at least 10,000 times the level of man-made 
pesticides” and that “many (natural pesticides) are 
now being shown to be both mutagenic and carcino
genic/ Despite all this, some people eagerly purchase 
and eat “natural” or “organic” foods, and are 
hysterically afraid of traces of the carefully-regulated 
man-made chemicals. (For those inferior foods they 
usually pay greatly inflated prices!)

Discussions of the safety of food, water, air and the 
environment are to be encouraged, but the anti
pesticide participants should always include enough 
solid date to make factual analysis possible. The 
important issues of carcinogenicity, mutagenicity and 
teratogenicity of chemicals in the environment, the 
work-place, and on our tables, deserve our attention 
and consideration - but always in a rational manner, 
without the bias that results from distorted media 
reporting.
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OTTERBINE DECORATIVE FOUNTAINS
OTTERBINE Aerators can help you keep unsightly algae growth and objectionable odors under 
control naturally. The fact that OTTERBINES also create beauty - is just one of the many 
benefits of using our Spray Sculpture Floating Fountains. We create beauty while solving 
P rob lem s.It/G H r//vG  AVAILABLE FOR DRAMATIC BEAUTIFICATION

CALL TOLL FREE 1 - 800 - 544 - 9219

¡Century Rain Aid/
31691 Dequindre 

Madison Hts., Ml 48071

313/588-2992

22159 Telegraph 
Southfield, Ml 48034

313/358-2994

3400 Jefferson S.E. 
Grand Rapids, Ml 49508

616/452-3373

ilL L IN G H A N l
CORPORATION DETROIT

"A CRANE AND COMPRESSOR RENTAL SERVICE COMPANY”

Water lines must be blown out before 
freeze-ups cause extensive repairs.
For portable air compressor rental call. . .

(313) 444-8850
150 cfm -  1600 cfm MACHINES AVAILABLE

CALL ANYTIME -  21250 w. 8 m il e  r d .
24 HRS. DAY OR NIGHT SOUTHFIELD, Ml 48075
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C L A S S IF IE D  ADS

WANTED: Exclusive Sales/Service Reprensentative
for the

FLOYD & MCKAY DEEP DRILL AERATOR

Now YOU can make excellent money by being a 
sales/service representative for the FLOYD MCKAY 
DEEP DRILL AERATOR.

This is an outstanding opportunity for someone sho 
wants to be their own boss and sell a needed service to 
golf course superintendents. The FLOYD MCKAY 
AERATOR is specifically designed to aerate golf 
greens by drilling instead of plugging. This aspect, 
plus numerous other features, make it very attractive 
and allows you to earn excellent money ($40,000 - 
$50,000 first year potential).

The FM-60 Aerator was featured on the cover of 
Golf Course Management Magazine (August, 1989) 
as the way of the future to aerate golf greens.

For details, write to GREAT GREENS OF 
AMERICAN, INC., P.O. Box 10220, Rockville, 
MD, 20849-0220, or call HENRY FRAIN at (301) 
990-4058.

*** FOR SALE ***
OLATHE PULL BEHIND SEEDER

Never Used, New in 1989, 30” Swath; 
$2,400.00, Contact Gary Shermetaro 

(313) 852-0500, CHEMLAWN CORPORATION, .* 
Rochester Hills, Michigan

TREES FOR SALE
Golf Course Special - Birch, Maple, Ash - 2 Vi” to 6” 
diameter; Evergreens - 6’ - 12’. Seconds and park 
grade, reasonably priced. Truck load quantities, 
delivery available throughout midwest, Pennsylvania 
and New York. Contact Blakes’s Tree Digging, Inc. 
P.O. Box 568, Albion, Michigan 49224 - Phone (517) 
629-3901

Worried about selective tall
fescue control?

Buy a 10-pack today! 
And, stop worrying!

LESCO TFC™ Herbicide is the first product 
to provide selective spot control of tall fescue in 
Kentucky bluegrass, bentgrass, fine fescue, bahia- 
grass and bermudagrass without digging or spot
treating with a non-selective herbicide.

A water dispersible granule, LESCO TFC is 
convenience and accuracy in a 10 pack.

Order today!
Nationwide • (800) 321-5325 
In Ohio -(800) 686-7413

m w r w

'ék-

L E S C O  In c  2 0 0 0 5  Lake Road R o c k y  R iv e r  Always read and follow label instructions before using any chemical product.

Ohio 4 4 1 1 6 ,  ( 2 1 6 )  3 3 3 - 9 2 5 0
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the most variable grass species and variability is what 
the breeder works with.

It is important to realize that we are talking about 
the first breeding cycle with poa annua ever. We are 
moving toward a 1993 target that we hope to meet 
with some very promising materials.

Progress:
We now have small replicated samples of 6 perennial 

type annual bluegrasses and 2 Poa supinas (a 
perennial, possibly one of the parents of Poa annua) 
under evaluation at 18 golf course sites around the 
country.

It may be useful to describe the process we are 
following in developing improved types of Poa 
annua. Steps in the process include: 1) collection of 
either seed or plants; 2) evaluation of the collection 
for turf, pollination and perennial characteristics; 3) 
increase materials that survive intitial evaluation; 4) 
space plant progeny; 5) conduct self, sib and cross 
pollinations; 6) establish mowing and disease trials; 
7) conduct hardiness and heat stress evaluations; 8) 
make selections and evaluate under a range of golf 
course conditions; 9) establish seed and vegetative 
production trials; 10) the process branches here, one 
branch recycling back into controlled crosses and 
starting over; the other moving materials into seed 
production and introduction of varieties.

We are currently into items 7, 8 and beginning into 
9 with materials from our early collections and 
pollinations. One of the major hurdles will be seed 
production because many of the best perennial 
“poas” seed only one time during the year.

We have collections from Canada, Europe and 
about one-half of the states. We have found that 
some of these materials are highly self pollinated 
while others are highly cross pollinated. We have 
found that some of these materials will not cross with 
each other while others produce the most seed with 
sibling crosses. We have found self incompatibility 
and some male sterility. All of these are important to 
the breeder but are of no importance to golf.
We have found habits of growth that vary from very 

dwarf to very vigorous stolon producers. There are 
materials that maintain very dark green color with 
very little fertility while others are light green. Some 
selections have produced very deep roots with root- 
zone temperatures of 85F at night and 115F during 
the day for six weeks. We have found that stolons can 
be stored for at least 22 weeks at temperatures 
between 32F and 40F and produce strong rooting 
responses. Some of our selections appear resistant to 
dollar spot while others are not affected by algae.

The project is sponsored by the University of 
Minnesota and the USGA Research Foundation with 
additional support from the O.J. Noer Foundation 
and many golf course superintendents. The Poa 
annua breeding project is progressing very well 
toward its objectives.

Preceeding from the 59th Annual Michigan Turf grass 
Conference proceedings — January 16-18, 1989.

ANNUAL BLUE GRASS, CONT.

IS FOR PLANTING

Q  Shemin Nurseries
. Wide assortment of fresh 

Fall Nursery Stock
• Fall Bulbs
. Leaf Blowers - from 11 HP 

to hand held
. Tools - Rakes, Shovels, 

Pruners, Saws ... one of 
the largest offerings in the 
industry.

. Grass Seed, Fertilizers and 
Mulches

o n O j

WE DELIVER
Freight prepaid on as IH 

$1001 North to Port Hurc
little as 

Huron and 
Saginaw, South into Ohio, West 

to Adrian!

CALL PAUL OR BETSY 
313- 291-1200 

OR FAX YOUR ORDER 
313- 291-2838
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A total of seventeen suppliers manned the tees
________________________________ _________________  displaying their wares. Their support is greatly
1989 GOLF DAY — GREATEST EVER appreciated. Those participating were:

On Monday, October 2, four hundred golfers 
converged on Oakland Hills Country Club, Birming
ham, Michigan to participate in the 24th Annual “Big 
Event” - Turfgrass Research Benefit Day.

There were two shotgun starts of 200 players each - 
one at 8 :30  am and the second at 1 :30 pm. Despite 
an occasional shower at the beginning of the morning 
round and again around noon, the day was a total 
success. For a short time in the afternoon the sun 
actually came out.

Allingham Corporation 
Turfgrass, Inc.
JDX John Deere
Weingartz
AmTurf
Benham Chemicals 
Lawn Equipment 

Service & Sales 
Century Rain Aid-Rain Bi

D & C Sales 
Wilkie Turf Equip. 

Osburn Trucking 
Lesco, Inc 

U.S. Sand & Stone 
Federal Lawn Sprinkler 

Industrial Vehicle 
Knapp Distributors 

W .F. Miller

C O N TIN U ED  NEXT PAGE

Gary Thommes, Gen- Gerald Prleskorn, le ft and brother George L-R; Bob Hall, Meadowbrook C.C., Bob 
eral Chairman of Golf Prieskorn - sons of George Prleskorn, Sr., one McMasters, Red Run G.C., Pete Jackson, 
Day of the orig inators of the firs t Golf Day. chairman Gam green com m ittee, Nell MacPhee

Essex G.C. - all Board members of the Golf 
Association of M ichigan.

TREE TRANSPLANTING
LARGE TREES UP TO 11” DIAMETER

ARMSTRONG
LAWN AND TREE, INC

“YOUR EVERGREENS SHOULD BE MOVED NOW.”

44275 Whithorn 731-5550
Sterling Heights, Michigan 48078 264-8803
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Back row, L-R; Doug Johanningsmeier, Howard Altman, 
Dave Taylor; Front row; Richard Locke, Dan Johannings
meier.

L-R; Jon Maddern, Ken McRae, Guest, Dr. John Rogers, 
MSU; on #10 Tee - North Course.

Another big supporter was Scott Pifer of Pifer, Inc. 
who donated 25 EZ Go golf carts to supplement the 
Oakland Hills fleet.

Committee members that worked so hard to make 
the day such a tremendous success were:

Chairman of the Committee, Gary Thommes, 
Superintendent of Red Run Golf Club; Mailing and 
receiving entry forms was Doug Johanningsmeier 
(Turfgrass); Dave Taylor of W .F. Miller handled the 
registration; Kurt Kraly of Wilkie, in charge of 
arrangements for food and beverages (the dinner was 
outstanding); Paul Kolbe, Supt. Maple Lane Golf 
Club, handled the prizes; Mike Bay, Supt. Tam-O- 
Shanter CC, responsible for the scoring; Steve 
Kolongowski, Supt. Salem Hills Golf Club organized 
the purveyors that sponsored the tees; and of course 
Doug Boyle and Martin Fuchs, the Superintendents 
of Oakland Hills’ two famous courses and their crews 
were responsible for the conditioning of the course.

Many thanks to all for such a great day. At last 
count it looks like we raised $23,000.00 for turf 
research!

Easy to m aintain.
Simplicity and heavy steel construction 
keep those Smithco carts running for 
years with very little maintenance.

Close to the ground for walking 
greensmowers, hand mowers, weed 
whips, clipping, sod cutter and more.

8hp Kohler Magnum Engine 
12 volt Electric start

Capacity: 23 cu. ft.
1000 lbs.

Easy to  operate  . . .
easy to start. Anyone can drive one. 
Both models have a turning radius of 
less than 7 feet.

RED RIDER
Easy to load.
Heavy guage steel ramp-type loading 
tailgate. One man can load. The bed is 
only 8 inches from the ground.

Haton equipment &erbice & &alefi
151 N. PERRY PONTIAC, MICHIGAN 48058 (313)858-7700



TH O U G H TFU L  
T R E E  PLANTING

by Paul Vermeulen, U.S. Golf Association

To the novice golfer or average club official, 
planting a tree on a golf course seems fairly straight- 
foward. After all, it only takes a short trip to the 
nursery and 10 minutes to a dig a hole.

Well, not exactly. An improperly placed tree of the 
wrong species can seriously interfere with the original 
intent of the course architect, or even worse, com
pletely destroy a putting green.

The following are 10 guidelines that one should 
ponder before attempting to plant a tree. Hopefully, 
these guidelines will help ensure that a new tree 
becomes an asset to the entire club rather than a 
thorn in the superintendents side.
Before reviewing these guidelines, please realize that 

each may not always apply strictly in all situations. 
For example, a large tree planted 25 yards away from 
a putting green on the south side will cause greater 
problems than a tree planted the same distance on the 
north side, due to heavy shading.

Guideline No 1: Make sure to select a planting 
location so that the mature canopy of the tree will not 
protrude on the line-of-flight between a tee and a 
fairway. Trees with protruding limbs dramatically 
reduce the usable size of a tee.

For example, a tree planted too close to the front 
right-hand side of a tee will promote concentrated 
use on the left-hand side of the tee. The result of such 
concentrated divoting on one side of the tee usually 
promotes discussion about the superintendents abili
ties. The solution to large overhanging limbs is 
usually sympathetic pruning that leaves the tree 
permantently disfigured. Actually, complete removal 
of a tree could be the best solution.

Guideline No. 2: To allow for vital air movement 
and exposure to sunlight, resist the temptation to 
plant dense groves of trees around greens, tees and 
fairways. Poor air circulation, especially in areas 
where greens are located produces soaring tempera
ture and humidity during the summer that in turn 
promotes harmful disease development. Further
more, poor air circulation and dense shade during the 
winter produces cooler soil temperatures that severely 
retards the growth rate, leaving greens helpless 
against foot traffic. In situations where poor air 
circulation and restricted sunlight penetration cause

unacceptable turf loss, tree removal is absolutely
necessary.

Guideline No. 3: Never try to completely fill in 
rough areas between adjacent fairways with trees for 
the sake of safety. No matter how many trees you 
plant to protect neighboring players, the odds are the 
first high handicapper will find a way through. Once 
they do, look out! The player automatically feels 
qualified to join the PGA tour and aims directly into 
the oncoming players, hoping to hit a fadeback over 
the trees.

If your intent is to protect golfers in adjacent 
fairways, then plant groups of trees strategically near 
the tee. This will prevent errant shots from even 
having a chance to stray. Leave several openings 
between adjacent fairways near the landing area so 
that if someone does stray, they have the opportunity 
to return to their fairway uninhibited.

Guideline No. 4: Never plant large trees closer than 
75 feet from a green or tee, because they will become 
serious competitors for available water and nutrients. 
Most individuals are under the mistaken impression 
that tree roots cannot extend outward from the trunk 
further than the drip line of the tree. In reality, tree 
roots can extend outward from the trunk approxi
mately one to one and a half times the total height of 
the tree.

For example, if a tree is 100 feet tall, its roots can 
extend as far as 100-150 feet. Once tree roots have 
invaded underneath a green or tee, they sap water 
and nutrients away due to their overwhelming size. 
In situations where tree roots are a problem, sever 
them with a trencher and install a permanent 
barrier.

Guideline No. 5: Without question, flowering trees 
add unmistakable beauty to any course. However, 
due to their tender bark and dwarf stature, they are 
extrememly sensitive to mower damage. This extreme 
sensitivity makes most flowering trees a poor candi
date for use on golf courses unless they can be 
carefully protected. Augusta National is a good 
example. The beautiful flowering dogwoods and 
azaleas have been planted underneath large pine
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A t GCSAA, we’re committed to the ongoing development 
of the state of our art and of our industry leaders of tomorrow. And that 
takes money.

Our Scholarship &  Research Fund makes grants 
available to qualified students and researchers. To date, we’ve distributed 
over $750,000.

And we’ve taken a giant step to ensure long range funding 
by establishing the Robert Trent Jones, Sr. Endowment Fund, named in 
honor of the esteemed golf course architect.

We’re committed to growth. That’s what keeping golf 
green is all about.

WE KEEP GOLF GREEN.
913-841-2240
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trees where there is never an occasion to operate 
heavy mowing equipment.

Guideline No. 6 : Try to avoid screening out scenic 
vistas. Scenic vistas include the clubhouse, ocean or 
mountain views, lakes or other open areas of the 
course. Once a scenic vista has been lost, it is usually 
forgotten and consequently may be lost forever.

Guideline No. 7: It is often best to avoid using a 
standardized tree planting as yardage indicators. 
Problems arise in the future when one of the 
plantings is lost or damaged.

For example, if palm trees are used on each hole to 
indicate a distance of 150 yards, it will be impossible 
to replace a dying palm with one of matching size. In 
addition, a tree planted to the edge of a fairway can 
severely penalize a golfer.

A better means of indication yardage may be to 
mark large, landmark trees already present through
out the course with a small wooden or metal plaque. 
The advantages of marking landmark trees is that 
they blend in with the course surroundings, they are 
already present throughout the course and because of 
their size they can be seen by golfers that stray into 
adjacent fairways.

Guideline No. 8 : When selecting a tree, choose 
species that match the existing vegetation and have

TREES, CONT. favorable characteristics. Cottonwoods and large 
fruit trees are not good candidates for golf courses 
because they are either strong surface rooters or 
require continuous maintenance.

In addition, try to limit the number of different 
species as much as possible. A continuous vegetation 
scheme is often the trademark of many of America’s 
highest ranked courses. For example, the site of this 
year’s U.S. Open is Oak Hill CC in Rochester, New 
York. This particular course has a continuous theme 
of oak trees from the first tee through the 18th green. 
Courses that tend to plant a potpourri of tree species 
are usually unflatteringly referred to as tree zoos or 
specimen parks.

Guideline No. 9: Try to naturalize the appearance 
of large tree plantings by randomizing the distance 
between each tree. A good way to develop a 
randomized tree planting would be to hit several 
dozen golf balls into a rough area from a distance of 
200 yards. Then place a small flag where each ball 
has landed and selectively remove one flag at time 
until there are an appropriate number left.

Guideline No. 10: To prevent unnecessary neglect 
of newly planted trees, never plant more than the 
maintenance staff can adequately maintain. During 
the first year of astablishment, small trees require 
extra attention and frequent hand-watering during
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★  LOADERS ★ SWEEPERS 
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MATERIAL HANDLING

& FARM EQUIPMENT 282-5100
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1 Mile South of Eureka

Tractors
Equipment
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Introducing a new benefit 
from Chipco 26019...
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Chipco* 26019 FLO

BOB DUGAN

Chipco Turf & Ornamental Specialist 
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ROMULUS, MICHIGAN 48174-0398

(313) 782-0323
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of heavy traffic. Because this is a gradual process, 
only by observing the root zones regularly can you 
know when you reach the point for a gradual cutback 
in the organic component. This is done best by 
looking at the root systems regularly. A cup cutter is a 
good tool to use for this examination. Go to an 
average area on the green and cut the deepest cup 
possible. Carefully extract the plug from the cut and 
look at the roots. In an ideal situation, the material 
around the roots is very similar to that below, and the 
roots themselves are plentiful and have a plump, 
healthy look. There should be no compacted area 
developing, nor any indication of unusual moisture 
retention. The topdressing program is ideal if these 
criteria are met.

If the top two to three inches of the core are hard 
and the root system scanty and weak, the organic 
component is very likely inadequate, and there may 
be an excess of silt and clay. It will be necessary to use 
aerification with core removal, and topdress with a 
clean sand of a similar type combined with about 10 
percent organic material to correct this development. 
If the soil is becoming spongy, the organic material 
should be cut back gradually over several topdres- 
sings until pure sand is being used.

The same technique should be used for problem 
analysis on older greens. It is an excellent means for 
determining the history of the green; an informed 
superintendent can often see what he is dealing with 
more quickly through this method than with any 
other single tool at his disposal.

A variety of conditions may be discovered in an 
older green. There may be layering from multiple 
topdressing. This condition can be relieved to some 
extent by aerifying several times, removing cores, and 
topdressing each time with a clean sand in the 
medium to fine size range. This technique will be 
helpful if the layer is less than three inches deep. 
Problems may appear in the form of a spongy upper 

layer, perhaps resulting from on-site mixing during 
construction, which has left excessive quantities of 
organic material in the upper portion of the green. 
This is more difficult to correct, although the same 
basic technique may be tried. It is sometimes 
necessary to remove the sod and remix the seedbed 
before real gains can be made.

The upper layer may be hard and compacted, 
indicating an excess of silt and clay in the topdressing 
material, often in combination with very fine sand. 
Here again a very clean medium to fine sand may be 
employed in conjunction with aerification. It can be 
helpful to add up to 10 percent peatmoss in this 
instance.

Beyond the top three inches or so, it is almost 
impossible to make significant changes in the green’s 
behavior using topdressing modifications. New tech
nologies developing in some areas may make it 
possible to modify most of the seedbed. Time and 
experience will give us a better idea of their long-term 
effectiveness.

A current trend, which has caused many problems,

TOPDRESSING, CONT.

FREE ESTIMATES 

FULLY INSURED

SPECIALIZING IN 
GOLF COURSE WORK.
TREE TRANSPLANTING 
YOUR TREES OR OURS

TREE REMOVAL, 
TRIMMING, SHRUBS, 

POWER STUMP REMOVAL.
Visit Our Nursery at

6220 GRASS LAKE ROAD, 

MILFORD, MICHIGAN 48042

Country Club 
Greens Grade 

Fertilizers
Gold Cup quality for great-looking 
greens, tees & fairways.

• Small Homogeneous 
Granulation

• Less Mower Pick-up
• High Methylene Ureas 

(W.I.N.)
• Four Unique Formulations 

18-4-10 90% Org.
I l S I . l l  8-4-24 30% Org.

18-3-12 70% Org.
18-0-18 80% Org.

GREAT ON FAIRWAYS EVEN AT LOWER 
RATES WON’T SPECKLE LIKE BLENDS

LelSinon
T O T A L  T U R F  C A R E

1-800-233-0628
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For Details Call:
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Service
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TOPDRESSING, CONT.
is the building up of a sand layer on top of greens that 
are basically soil in order to improve putting speed. 
While it is possible to modify the greens in this 
manner, it should be done gradually over a couple of 
years rather than in an abrupt changeover. The 
modifying sand should be selected and mixed into the 
existing topdressing in a ratio of about 25 percent of 
volume. This material should be used several times 
and then further divided into a 50/50 proportion for 
several more topdressing. Continue increasing the 
quantity of sand in the topdressing until roughly a 
two-inch transition layer has been built up. This 
slower procedure allows the soil and sand to blend 
well enough for water to be moved as if there were no 
change. The infiltration rate will be that of the soil 
portion of the green, of course. Regular aerification 
should be done throughout the transition period, and 
cores should be removed each time.

If the original material of which a good green is 
built becomes unavailable for topdressing purposes, it 
is crucial to locate the closest possible substitute. This 
can be done by taking the particle analysis of the 
original sand to area sand suppliers to seek a match. 
Fortunately, similar sands are often available from 
the same area. Locating a close substitute will allow a 
continuing successful topdressing propgram.

Regular examinations of the seedbed using this core 
sampling technique are helpful in becoming aware of 
problems before they deveop into serious conditions. 
Success or failure often takes place on the worm’s eye

Turf Chemicals Inc.
1011 E. Main 
P.O. Box 451

Owosso, M ichigan 48867 
Phone: (517) 725-7145

FOR ALL OF YOUR FERTILIZER, 
CHEMICAL AND GRASS SEED NEEDS

EXPERIENCED, DEPENDABLE 

PEOPLE TO SERVE YOU

★  RUSS HANCOCK ★ LOU BECKMAN

★  JIM HYDE

★  FRED MILLER ★ TED KASEL

level.
Topdressing is more than a filler. It plays an active 

part in keeping good greens good, golfers happy, 
costs down, and aggravations to a manageable level. 
These are goals well worth pursuing.

Credit: The Florida Green

TREES, CONT.

the summer. If you must purchase trees in large 
numbers due to cost, it might be best to establish a 
tree nursery near the maintenance facility where they 
can be easily cared for. Then, over the next several 
years, slowly spread them over the course.

Summary: Remember that a good tree-planting 
program on any course starts with a long-range plan. 
What makes a golf course different from a park or 
from your front yard is the presence of sensitive 
putting greens and the integrity of the game.

The agronomic impact of misplaced trees is 
commonly seen in the form of shade, root competi
tion and poor air circulation. Thoughtful tree plant
ing should not only improve the appearance and 
playability of your course, but more importantly 
remove the thorn from your superintendent’s side.

Tire Wholesalers 
• )  1 Company, Inc.

Phone: (313) 3 5 4 -5 6 4 4
19240 West Eight Mile Southfield, Ml 48075

(1/2 Mile West of Southfield Road)

TRUCK - CAR, MOTORCYCLE, 
FARM, TRAILER, INDUSTRIAL 

TIRES &TUBES

A .P ire lli C a r lis le
LAWN 8. GARDEN EQUIPMENT TIRES

LOW COST DAMS 
SEA WALLS 

RETAINER WALLS
WOOD • STEEL • PVC 
VERTICAL INSTALLATION 

BRIDGES
MINIMAL OR NO DAMAGE TO COURSE

amerlcan marine 
shore control

313-623-9495
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R yan: The Choice 
of Professionals

R Y A N

The Ryan line of quality aeration, de
thatching, sod cutting and overseeding 
equipment comes with a long history of 
high perform ance  and low m aintenance. 
So when you combine your tu rf care

expertise with Ryan tu rf care equip
ment, you’re bound to get outstanding 
results. Give us a call today for a free 
demonstration.

B U I L T  TO L AST

I ith the Greensaire® 24 aerator, you’ll save time 
to get golfers back on the course quickly.

The 2-inch by 2-inch pattern delivers 75,000 
more holes and brings up 25% more material per 
average 10,000 sq. ft. green than 
the competition. The result is a 
smoother putting surface, more 
soil removal, and better root 
development.

| ry to find another aerator that gives you the 
versatility, speed, and precision of the new 

GA™ 30. It can’t be done! Because only the GA 30 
combines the versatility of variable core spacing, the 
speed of a riding machine, and the precision coring of 
Ryan’s unique crank and return mechanism.

Adjustable spacing for flexible coring patterns.

H aton (Equipment & erbice & & a le $
151 N. PERRY

PONTIAC, MICHIGAN 48058 
(313) 858-7700

PERFORM ANCE CHART
Spacing Production Yield Holes/

2.50 in. x ( ) in. sq. ftThr. holes/sq. ft. lOOO sq. ft.

1.00 5,625 57.6 57,600
1.50 8,440 38.4 38,400
2.00 11,250 28.8 28.800
2.25 12,660 25.6 25.600
2.50 14,060 23.0 23,000
2.75 15,470 20.9 20.900
3.00 16,875 19.2 19,200
3.50 19,690 16.5 16,500
4.00 22,500 14.4 14,400
4.50 25,310 12.8 12,800
5.00 28,125 11.5 11,500



so your tender turf thrives with less compaction. And 
the wide 4-wheel stance offers excellent traction, 
increased stability and a tight turning radius.
Built to last. The LF-100 has a proven, rugged chassis, 
a durable and simple hydraulic system and liquid- 
cooled diesel engine for a longer, trouble-free life on 
your fairways.

What’s more, the entire machine is backed by your 
Jacobsen distributor, so you’re never far from depend
able parts and service support.

See all the LF-100 differences. Ask your Jacobsen 
distributor for a free demonstration. Attractive lease 
and finance 
plans available.
Or contact:
Jacobsen,
1721 Packard 
Ave., Racine,
Wl 53403.

Introducing the all-new Jacobsen LF-100, the 
5-gang designed to increase your lightweight mow
ing productivity.

The wing mowers are up front for better visibility. So 
the operator can hold a closer line—even at mowing 
speeds over 5 mph—to take full advantage of the 100" 
cutting width. This unique, up-front configuration also 
gives better access to all mowing units to quickly empty 
catchers and make mower adjustments easy.
Heavy-duty reels deliver a greens-like cut. New heavy- 
duty reel construction provides extra strength for long 
life in demanding fairway conditions. The fully float
ing, 22-inch steerable 7-blade reels are heavier, to 
follow ground contours closely, for that smooth, consis
tent Jacobsen cut that’s the envy of the industry.
True lightweight mowing. Newly designed low-profile 
turf tires produce the lightest ground pressure, and 
the rear wheels roll on a different track than the front,

Jacobsen Division of Textron tnc.

P  Jacobsen Division of Textron Inc. 1988
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